
4th Quarter 2013 KQLC Issues / Programs List (Oct 8 - Dec. 31 only) 
 Renewal App. Granted 7/26 (Studio move to Sealy rendered us intermittent beginning 8/8, dark per Silent STA Request on 8/17,
and returned to regular broadcasting 10/8)

Description of Issue Program / Segment Date Time Duration
Narration of Type and Description of
Program / Segment

1)  Economic Hardship and The
Job Search

Four Magic Words 11/24/2013 11am; 7pm 25 min 1 sec When times are tough, it is even more
important to be thankful for what you have,
however small.  It is an attitude that brings
hope to life and brings strength those in job
intervies and fumbling for food stamps.  The
KQLC founding pastor sets the tone for this
day called Thanksgiving by noting that it is
not how much you have, but how thankful
you are for what you have that makes life
better.   Those who seek work as resources
dwindle may find strength in simply giving
thanks.

2) Changing Times and
Emotional Health

Talking With God 10/20/2013 11am; 7pm 23 min 58 sec When the forces around people in stress are
fomenting change, stability may be found in
talking with the one who created all that is,
including ourselves.  Staying close to the
one who does not change enables us to
navigate cultural and economic change in
stride.  This installment of the Hour of Hope
does just that, provides hope in the mist of
rapidly changing and unpredictable times.

2)  Changing Times and Emotional
Health

When bad things happen… 10/27/2013 11 am; 7pm 24 min 28 sec Statistics prove out that crisis events cluster
together, and those at the center of those
events wonder whom to blame.  Some even
point the finger at themselves.  Rev. L. C.
Orrick gives hope to those who wonder why
bad things thappen and how to remain
stable in life and faith when finding the way
back to normal, everyday life again.  The
turbulence of change seems to maginfy our
response to fluctuating conditions and rapid
change.  Hope may be found in faith and
kinwing that it's not all our fault.



3)  Familes Under Stress Forgiveness 10/13/2013 11am; 7pm 25 min 48 sec This devotional on forgiveness by our
founder addresses directly issues that
burden families living together under ithe
increasing pressures of daily life with limited
resources.  Responses to the imperfections
of those around us increase exponentially
without offering the gift of forgiveness to
each other and acception the forgiveness of
our maker so freely offered.

4)  Making a Stronger Community People Loving People 11/3/2013 11am; 7pm 22 min 27 sec Making a stronger community means having
a rugged kind of love that accepts and
affirms others on principle.  This is not
always easy.  Especially in communities like
the ones in our service area, a loving
attitude toward others who come from
different backgrounds strengthens the
bonds in schools, community groups, and
places of worship.  Persons of faith should,
but do not always lead the way.  The world
is hungry for love like this. An installment of
the Hour of Hope.

4) Making a Stronger Community The Foundation 12/29/2013 11 am; 7pm 25 min 1 sec Inspirational and challenging broadcast:
There is a firm foundation of belief that
lies under the various faith groups who
follow Jesus Christ.  Recognizing this
fact makes it possible for dissimilar
communities of faith to work together for
the good of everyone.  Not recognizing
it fragments and divides the community,
tearing down rather that building up.
Houses of worship have an important
role in creating a stronger community.
Unity on important issues that affect
everyone does not call for identical
belief, but identical compassion for
others.


